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This paper consists of three separate notes related only in that each of the
three either extends or employs the results of [2], with which acquaintance is
assumed.

1. A sharpening of Kleene’s normal form theorem
By form of Kleene’s normM form theorem (cf. [1] or [3]) we my under-

stand the following ssertion"

THEOREM. There is a function U(y) and a predicate T(z, x, y) both belong-
ing to the class Q such that a function f(x) is partially computable if and only
if for some number e

f(x) V(minv T(e, x, y) ).

In its original form, this result ws stated with Q the class of primitive re-
cursive functions nd predicates. It is well known (cf. [3] nd [6]) that
smller classes Q suffice. We wish to point out here that (ssuming vribles
to rnge over the positive integers) we my tke for Q the following extremely
modest class"

(1) A function f belongs to Q if and only if f can be obtained by repeated ap-
plication of the operation of composition to the functions" 2, x.y, N(x) O,
U(x x) x, K(x), L(x), where K(x), L(x) are recursive pairing
functions.

(2) A predicate R x x belongs to Q if
R(x ,

where f, g e Q.

In fct, we my even tke U(y) K(y).
To see this we begin by noting that by Corollary 5 of [2], (or rther the

immediate extension thereof to predicates), we hve

VvT(z,x,u,y) V,....P(z,x,u,x,...,x,2,...,2") =0

{EVXl,...,xn j=lf(Z, x, u, x, x, 2, 2)

x, ..., 2 -.., 2 },
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